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Ken Gobeil

From:
Sent: April 12, 2024 11:13 AM
To: Ken Gobeil
Subject: DVP680-04A  PL2023-056 ( part 1 letter)
Attachments:  driveway easement.pdf; our waterline from McDermot Brook.pdf; Letter to oppose 

Development VP No680-04A.docx;  water line.pdf; CL 117176 our water 
licence .pdf; East Line underground along Kostiuk rd.pdf

Hello Ken,  
As our discussion on April 10th 2024 regarding our opposition to the Development Variance Permit No. 680-04A. 
Herewith find our letter and maps of discussion along with other documents to assist you in 2 parts. 
We are advising for our best outcome of these long suffering intrusions. 
Cheers, 
 
Ps:  I’m sorry my pdfs are upside down. 
 



Letter to oppose Development Variance Permit No. 680-04A 
 

We  and  are located at Kostiuk Road,  
Golden, BC V0A1H2 are opposed to File: DVP680-04A PL2023-056 of Apr 05/24. 
 
The water line shown on this plan is deceiving. 
Information to all this proposal is not in the best interests of any party located 
along the areas involved. 
 
History to details may bring to light more understanding of what is actually here.  
 
We have been at this location since November 1999. The house at  Kostiuk Rd 
was built 1988-1989 and a waterline went through the lot in our understanding 
which was removed and another one was put on the ground to not dissect the 
property to be built on. This new replaced waterline was possibly a fire line pipe 
as it was very thick and sturdy approximate  1 ½ or two (2) inches in diameter, at 
the time houses  and  were receiving water from it. This line was on top of 
the ground and remained there along the roadside of Kostiuk Rd feeding the 2 
houses from a pond of water situated above on the edge of the hwy 95 
South…yep ducks and deer enjoyed it as well.  
We started looking into the situation to discover there were no easement made 
to our property and went on to ensure we had it done.  
First it was discovered that we had no driveway easement, therefore applied Nov 
24th, 1999 for a legal easement to our home of Kostiuk road. 
Second knowing of the pond situation for providing drinking water we applied on 
Sept 26th, 2001 as per our File 03-012-11415 Permit 12B 341/01 to Selkirk District 
to have easement of a proper waterline put in from the then known as Leah 
Spring and now renamed McDermot Brook and/or McDermot Spring down to our 
property. This easement also provided a crossing under the Kostiuk road to reach 
our property beside a culvert. This application was approved March 31 2002.   
Third Our Conditional Water licence 64831 now 117176 as of November 01st 2002 
came through an established Easement with  land owner of the 
McDermot Brook and was provided with neighbor house , filed in land titles 
Kamloops registry.  
 
In Summary:  there is a legal easement from McDermot Brook/Spring to our 
property of  Kostiuk road, which is on the Eastside of Kostiuk Rd.  



 
When we were putting our collection tank in at a designated location of the 
owner in the McDermot Brook/Spring, we were given information to stay away 
from a one (1) inch black line running parallel near highway 95 S and crossing 
under Kostiuk Rd ( in ditch near intersection) also collecting from this pond to 
provide to houses number  and  which also crossed under highway 95 S at 
the bottom end near our property. (on map small point of land). 
 
Since the property owner  made everyone remove their pipes and 
reestablish only via her agreement, yet this line of  only went 
dormant even though disallowed being left beyond the designations, 

 told us to not tell her.   designated each person a location to place 
our catch pots. (Map shows those as A, B, C note how many lines come from 

 pots B and C.  We are pot A). Pot B was  main catch 
spot pot. 
 
The map we are providing will show you how this line is now called 

 privot waterline is above designated location and is in supposedly 
serving , yet water is being transported to an undisclosed 4 or 6ft 
culvert in a building that is providing water to an upper lot shown as Remainder 
Lot with Property Rem W ½ of SW ¼ on CSRD A4057 and Remainder Lot called 
Proposed Rem NW ¼ sec 28 or 29 as shown per Sketch Plan of Proposed 
Subdivision of Part of NW ¼ SEC 29 TP 269 R 21 W5M Kootenay District except 
plans 10028,11497,12760,17229,18938 and NEP22520. 
This culvert is located on the picture of the Remainder Lot at the corner before 
the line goes up to a box on the ground.  There is also a drilled well on this 
property by the box shown of the proposed Rem NW ¼  
SEC 28 or 29 which is just above our house. 
A drilled well was put in the lot of house number  at the time of this and other 
drilled wells being placed for .  
House number is a trailer and has many sprinkler systems throughout and a 
water house has been established along the west side of Hwy 95 S recently and 
also a new trailer  is on the same property of  
I had advised water branch of many breaches, which they were all dismissed. 
We find this very disappointing that  who applied for water licence 
August 09th, 2004 and was stamped by Land and Water British Columbia Inc. Aug 
18th, 2004 for a total of 125 gal of water with joint works with  can 



be supplying the newest trailer number  as recent as 2022 on said property 
from McDermot Spring via application number 2119865 water file number 
4004834.  Water Branch had advised us that there was to be no more water taken 
from this McDermot Brook/Spring with my 2018 letter reporting. 
More… how and why we are upset of this proposal are from the breaches and 
damages done just within our easements. 
 
First thing after we had a legal easement and  under direction of  

, decided to have a contractor come in and dig his waterline into and on 
top of our waterline and easement, so now we are below their pipelines if 
anything were to happen. Again, there is no easement for them or given 
permission to our knowledge for doing so.  A continuous thing they do is in 
increments and on or near weekends. (They do not show pipeline on your map.) 
 
Next hired Golden Installation to dig with the backhoe and placed his pipe 
inside with ours under Kostiuk Rd and then continued on, now the east side of 
Kostiuk where the Pre 1999 pipe lay above the ground; they dug only beside it as 
it was visible and continued forward along our pipe line whereby the backhoe 
contacted our pipe 3-4 feet underground and broke it completely off in the lot 

 where our easement is. This again was under the direction of  
and  We had no notification for this work being done. 
We had a renter in our house and this to me was very serious, as it would mean 
contaminated lines, etc. 
 
Now it was in October 2006; we had moved to another location and were running 
a business; one day when we passed by our property and noticed fresh digging 
going on below on the property, upon inspection we learnt that a contractor was 
instructed to remove our surface soil and place a four (4) foot by four (4) pile 
covering over /  waterline that goes to the undisclosed 
huge three (3-6) foot wide culvert holding water tank held inside of a building that 
actually sends water up more pipelines to serve a house on Property Rem W 1/2 
of SW ¼ on CSRD A4057 map and also goes to the Proposed Rem Subdivision of 
Part of NW ¼ SEC 29 or 28(cant read number clearly) box. 
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Ken Gobeil

From:
Sent: April 12, 2024 11:19 AM
To: Ken Gobeil
Cc:
Subject: DVP680-04A  PL2023-056 ( part 2 letter)
Attachments: CSRD A4057 map McDermot Spring dots.pdf; McDermot Brook water licence.pdf; 

McDermot Brook map.pdf; McDermot Brook water licences.pdf; violations and 
.pdf

 
 
Ken as per part 1 letter this is more attached documentation.  I ask if you would please forward  back to me the part 1 
letter as it is missing from my sent file and want to ensure to have not duplicated information to you. 
Cheers, 
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Ken Gobeil

From: Stephanie Hodge
Sent: April 16, 2024 4:00 PM
To: Ken Gobeil
Cc: Planning Public Email address
Subject: FW: subdivisions file #DVP680-04A

 
 
Stephanie Hodge 
Clerical Assistant 
Development Services 
Columbia Shuswap Regional District 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From:   
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2024 3:59 PM 
To: Planning Public Email address <Plan@csrd.bc.ca> 
Subject: Re: subdivisions file #DVP680-04A 
 
Hi There Ken, 
 
As per our discussion I have concerns over the subdivision and variance being added to exis ng easement. With 
unknown future ownership and access to my property of which easement runs through.  
 
Adding mul ple proper es to exis ng easement with access is perhaps complica ng my exis ng arrangements. 
 
Please let me know what is discussed.  
 
Thanks  
 

almberg rd Golden bc  
 

 
 




